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Abstract

Optical wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networking technology has been identified as a
suitable candidate for future wide area network (WAN) environments, due to its potential ability to meet
rising demands of high bandwidth and low latency communication. Networking protocols and algorithms are being developed to meet the changing operational requirements in future optical WANs (OWAN).
Simulation is used in the study and evaluation of such new protocols, and is considered a critical component of protocol design. In this paper, we present an optical WDM network simulation tool called the
optical WDM network simulator (OWns), that facilitates the study of switching and routing schemes in
WDM networks. OWns is designed as an extension to the network simulator ns2, a multi-protocol network simulator that is widely-used for networking research and available in the public domain. Our goal
is to incorporate the key characteristics of WDM networks in the simulator, such as optical switching
nodes, multi-wavelength links, virtual topology constructions, related switching schemes and routing
algorithms. This paper presents the architecture and design of the simulator, and a representative performance analysis to demonstrate how the simulator can be used. The software is available at [1].

1 Introduction
Advances in optical wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology [2, 3], which partitions the available bandwidth into a number of manageable smaller bandwidth channels, have made it a key technology
for deployment in future network environments. There is considerable research and commercial activity to
achieve optical WDM based networks.
Simulation plays an important role in network protocol design, providing researchers with a cost effective method to analyze and study the behavior of proposed protocol models. However, a lack of uniformity in
the choice of simulation platforms for optical WDM networks makes it difficult for researchers to exchange
and compare obtained results under a common simulation environment. To address this need, we developed
a WDM network simulation tool, called optical WDM network simulator (OWns). An earlier version of the
simulator was presented in [4]. Since then the simulator architecture has been redesigned as described later.
In this paper, we present the details of this revised OWns architecture, design and implementation issues and
describe the related validation techniques.
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OWns is designed as an extension of the network-simulator (ns2) (also referred to as ns in this paper), a
network simulator built as a part of the Virtual Internet (VINT) project [5]. The OWns architecture encompasses the key characteristics of WDM networks including optical switching nodes, multi-wavelength links,
routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) algorithms. OWns views the physical and logical topology of
WDM networks being implemented as the physical layer and the logical layer respectively. OWns adopts a
certain level of abstraction to build the specific switching schemes of WDM networks (e.g. circuit switching) based on the packet switching framework of ns. Additionally, a new class of traffic sources termed the
session traffic is implemented to generate traffic sessions suitable for WDM circuit switching simulations.
The simulator has been designed to allow addition of other RWA algorithms.
The simulator is validated by implementing existing algorithms in the OWns framework, followed by
a comparison with simulation results produced by alternate implementations. The paper presents a set of
representative results that demonstrate the utility of the tool. The latest implementation of OWns is publicly
available at [1].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the major issues encountered in
WDM network simulator design. Section 3 presents the OWns architecture, the design and implementation
techniques. Section 4 describes the simulation of a circuit-switched optical network using OWns. This is
followed by the validation results obtained by testing existing algorithm on OWns. Section 5 concludes the
paper and indicates directions for future work.

2 Issues of optical WDM network simulator design
In this section, we discuss the major issues encountered in the WDM network simulator design, which
include the requirement for a uniform WDM network simulation environment.

2.1 A uniform simulation environment
Simulation has become an indispensable tool in WDM network research (and in networking research, in
general). It helps researchers to quickly and inexpensively evaluate the performance of new protocols.
Simulation packages and tools that model the physical layer characteristics are available [6]. The focus of
this work is on the network layer (i.e. routing, wavelength assignment and related problems). Almost all
prior work on these aspects of WDM networks have been based on simulation models designed specifically
to that problem. Since each group used its own simulation platform and assumptions, it is difficult to reuse
existing protocol modules and compare simulation results under a common simulation environment.
A uniform WDM network simulation environment that can provide the foundation for incorporating
the key characteristics of WDM networks becomes essential. This would provide WDM researchers with
substantial benefits, which includes reusing existing protocol suites and simulation components, an open
framework for easily accommodating new protocols and the characteristics of rapidly developing WDM
technologies, and easier comparison of results across research efforts.
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2.2 Design considerations
Existing network simulators provide a variety of functionality. Hence, instead of designing OWns from
scratch, we tried to utilize capabilities provided by existing network simulators. We studied the designs
and functionality of network simulators such as ns (available from UCB/LBN), REAL [7] (available from
Cornell University), NEST [8] (available from Columbia University), OPNET [9] (commercially available
from MIL 3), and BONeS [10] (commercially available from Cadence Design Systems). The increasing use
of ns by network researchers, and its extensible design influenced the choice of using ns as the base platform
for OWns.
Like any network simulator, ns has two key components: (i) Building blocks such as nodes, links, traffic
models, and existing protocol suites, and (ii) Glue in the form of simulation description languages that
configure simulation scenarios. A common problem encountered by network simulators is that the building
blocks and the glue are often implemented with a uniform programming model. This uniform programming
model generally cannot satisfy the diverse requirements of both components at the same time. Another
common problem is the inflexibility of the description language when it comes to defining dynamic network
simulation scenarios (e.g. REAL’s NETLanguage which defines static configuration files and OPNET’s
schematic capture mechanism). ns tries to avoid these problems by using a split programming model for
the implementation of these components. It uses C++ to implement efficient building blocks as well as
transmission mechanisms, and a scripting language OTcl, an object-oriented extension of Tcl [11] (from
MIT/LCS) as a glue.
Since OWns is based on the ns framework, we are be able to utilize most of the important features provided by ns, such as the capability to reuse existing components and the rich infrastructure for accommodating
new protocols and characteristics.

3 Design of OWns
In this section, we present the design and implementation specifics of OWns. We focus on the details of the
OWns architecture and components followed by an examination of the abstraction technique used to implement circuit-switched and large-scale scenario simulations. This section also introduces the session traffic
source, suited for WDM circuit-switched simulations. Simulation scenario generation and visualization
tools are discussed at the end of the section.

3.1 OWns architecture and components
This section discusses in detail, the OWns architecture in detail which includes the components that have
been implemented in the current version of OWns.
3.1.1

Switching architecture of OWns

The OWns architecture is designed to accommodate specific characteristics of WDM network simulations.
As shown in Figure 1 the OWns architecture views the physical and logical topology of WDM networks
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being implemented as the physical layer and the logical layer, respectively. The physical layer consists
of optical switching nodes and multi-wavelength links. Packet transmission mechanisms are implemented
at the physical layer. The logical layer comprises the routing module and wavelength assignment (WA)
module, which together create and maintain the virtual topology. These modules are described further in
Section 3.1.2.
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Figure 1: OWns architecture and layers
The OWns circuit-switched architecture is composed of the routing module, the WA module, optical
switching nodes, and the multi-wavelength links. The multi-channel structures of multi-wavelength links
are centrally maintained in the logical layer. The WA module works along with the routing module to
compute wavelength assignment, set up lightpaths, and construct the virtual topology. Relying on the above
results, optical nodes forward incoming traffic to the corresponding next hops through multi-wavelength
links.
The current version of OWns supports circuit switching. The development of specific optical burst
switching [12], photonic packet switching [13] and multi-protocol lambda switching [14] switching modules
is planned for future work.
3.1.2

Components of OWns

Figure 2 illustrates component organization and interactions of OWns. The optical switching node, multiwavelength link, routing module, and WA module are implemented as the WDMNode, duplex-FiberLink,
RouteLogic/Wavelength, and WAssignLogic objects respectively. The session traffic source objects that are used to generate packets are composed of a transport-level agent, Agent/WDM and an application4

level traffic source, Application/Session Traffic. These are discussed in a later section.
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Figure 2: OWns Components Organization and Interactions

 Optical switching node: The WDMNode object is derived from the ns Node object, and it represents
an instance of the optical switching node. It consists of a port classifier and a lightpath classifier. The
port classifier [15] de-multiplexes and relays incoming packets to their respective sinks, which are
the Application/SessionTraffic object. The lightpath classifier interacts with the WAssignLogic object to establish lightpaths for incoming traffic sessions and updates the current state
of the virtual topology. The lightpath classifier at a source node always attempts to issue lightpath
requests for its generated traffic to the WAssignLogic. On the other hand, a lightpath classifier at
an intermediate node of the traffic path simply consults the WAssignLogic to determine forwarding
information. The lightpath classifier also simulates the delay introduced by wavelength conversion.
The lightpath classifier is implemented as the object Classifier/Addr/Lightpath.
 Multi-wavelength link: The duplex link of ns is extended to form the duplex multi-wavelength link,
duplex-FiberLink. It has additional properties, such as the number of wavelengths and perwavelength bandwidth, used to model the characteristics of optical links. Another major difference
from traditional links is the absence of queuing components in multi-wavelength links due to the
characteristics of lightpath communication. As described in section 3.1.3, an abstraction technique
is adopted to reduce the complexity of implementing detailed multi-channels on multi-wavelength
links. All multi-channel structures, wavelength usage, and virtual topology information are centrally
maintained by the WAssignLogic.
Error models for the links that allow transmission errors to be simulated are left for future work.

 Wavelength assignment (WA) module: The WA module is responsible for computing wavelength
assignment, establishing lightpaths and constructing virtual topologies. The simulator represents the
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WA module as an object WAssignLogic, which stores information necessary for wavelength assignment calculation. The first-fit [16] wavelength assignment algorithm is implemented in WAssignLogic as the default wavelength assignment mechanism in OWns. Implementation of a new
wavelength assignment algorithm can be done by using classes inherited from WAssignLogic.

 Routing module: The routing module computes the routes needed to establish lightpaths, using
certain specified routing algorithms. Since the routing algorithms of traditional networks and those
of WDM networks are similar in functionality, the routing module is implemented as the object
RouteLogic/Wavelength, which is inherited from the ns routing logic RouteLogic object. The simulator centrally maintains the routing information across networks in the RouteLogic/Wavelength object. OWns currently uses the fixed-alternate shortest path routing algorithm
as the default routing. The RouteLogic/Wavelength supplies the WAssignLogic with route
information to route incoming traffic. New wavelength routing algorithms can be easily implemented
as derived classes based on the RouteLogic/Wavelength object.
3.1.3

Abstraction in OWns

Abstraction [17] is a useful technique that helps in implementing large-scale scenario simulation and complex protocols. By abstracting necessary details, memory and time consumption can be greatly reduced
without sacrificing accuracy. In WDM circuit-switched scenarios, each lightpath needs to be mapped by a
sequence of continuous (or converted) channels (wavelengths) on the physical multi-wavelength links across
all intermediate nodes between a source and a destination node. Wavelength routing involves making decisions for every channel on every link. As a result, the simulator has to faithfully implement the detailed
transmission of every packet on its corresponding channel, which inevitably causes a large amount of resource consumption. In OWns, we adopted the abstraction technique to achieve satisfactory performance
results.
Our abstraction technique is the simplified implementation of circuit switching based on the packet
switching framework. Instead of constructing detailed multi-channel structures on multi-wavelength links,
centralized structures are implemented in the WA module that is maintained by the simulator. The multiwavelength links simply carry out packet level transmission without knowledge of the multi-channel and
virtual topology. As a result, high performance WDM networks with more than 64 wavelengths are efficiently simulated under restricted environment, and while a significant amount of memory and time is
conserved by this abstraction.

3.2 Session traffic generation
Traffic generation plays an important role in simulation for proper understanding of system performance.
In ns, existing traffic sources such as CBR, Exponential, and Pareto are designed to be suited for
packet switching simulations. Thus, in order to facilitate circuit switching simulations, we need to modify
the existing traffic sources to generate session traffic, which is most appropriate for WDM circuit switching
simulations.
6

To describe a session traffic, we introduce two parameters: mean session arrival rate (msar ) and mean
session holding time (msht ). Both are measured in terms of the traffic between a source-destination pair.
Traffic session arrivals are modeled by a Poisson distribution with mean session arrival rate (msar ) as
mean, and the holding time of each session has an Exponential distribution with mean session holding time
as msht . The product of mean session arrival rate and mean session holding time represents the traffic
load measured in Erlangs. For each session, the packet inter-arrival time distribution is taken to be constant
bit rate (CBR), Exponential, or Pareto. Therefore, in addition to specifying mean session arrival rate and
mean session holding time for each session traffic, we also need to specify the parameters for each session
depending on the packet arrival characteristics. For example, if a session traffic has exponential packet interarrival time, we need to specify mean packet size, mean packet rate, mean burst size and mean idle time as
parameters.
The basic idea of generating session traffic is to control the start and stop time for each session by using
the specified session arrival rate (msar ), and session holding time (msht ). When a session starts, its stop
time is scheduled at nextOffTime according to its session holding time. Similarly, when a session stops,
its next start time is scheduled at nextOnTime according to its session arrival distribution. We also noted
that the packet rate of a session usually differs from others even in the same traffic session. We define the
mean packet arrival rate of a session as (rate ). We chose the packet rate for each traffic session from a
uniform distribution between (rate /2) and (rate *2). This way, using only one session traffic generator
in a source and destination pair, we are able to simulate multiple session traffic that were needed for circuit
switching based simulations.
In OWns, we developed a class of session traffic source objects namely Application/SessionTraffic/CBR, Application/SessionTraffic/Exponential, and Application/SessionTraffic/Pareto, which are designed to generate three types of session traffic. Traffic is identified and classified
by its unique flow id, fid . The WAssignLogic stores all active traffic session information, such as
rate, flow id, traffic source and destination. Meanwhile, session traffic sources constantly send their session
updates to the WAssignLogic. When a traffic session starts, it registers with the WAssignLogic object,
and then unregisters when the session ends.

3.3 Scenario generation
We extend the scenario generation tool of ns to support the characteristics of WDM network simulations
such as multiple wavelengths on each link, wavelength conversion parameters and traffic features. Scenario
generation tools in OWns are mainly composed of two parts: (i) the topology generator and (ii) the traffic
generator.
The topology generator provides the ability to create random topologies according to a set of specified
parameters (e.g. degree of connectivity). By default, all generated multi-wavelength links have the same
wavelength number and all wavelengths have the same bandwidth. To enhance flexibility, OWns also provides an alternate way to manually configure the network topology and connectivity. In this way, we can
create the topology like NSFNET, and vary the wavelength number and bandwidth on the link. The following example creates a duplex multi-wavelength link between a source($src) and a destination($dst) with
7

the total bandwidth $linkBW, link delay $linkDelay and number of wavelengths($wvlenNum).
$ns duplex-FiberLink $src $dst $linkBW $linkDelay Null $wvlenNum
While simulating WDM backbone networks, it is not sufficient just to generate sessions between fixed
source-destination pairs. The traffic generator of OWns capable of generating random traffic source-destination
pairs for a given WDM network topology according to the specified traffic models and related parameters.
For a given WDM network topology, the traffic generator randomizes source and destination pairs according
to their uniform distribution. As a result, traffic could flow between any source-destination pair.
3.3.1

Visualization tool of OWns

nam is an animation tool that reads the trace output generated by ns and produces a visualization. A specific
extension to nam, OWnam, is being developed to address the needs of visualizing WDM network simulation
scenarios based on OWns.
In OWnam, each traffic flow is still visualized by the conventional packet animation approach supported
by nam. In order to support the characteristics of WDM networks, the OWnam extension introduces two
components: the events monitor and virtual topology statistics.
The events monitor is used to capture and display dynamic events that occur in virtual topologies, such
as lightpath requests for arrived traffic sessions, lightpath establishment and tear-down, etc. The events
monitor can be activated as a separate window or as an annotation panel of main window. By clicking on
a particular event, the playback can be immediately switched to the context where the event occurs. This
allows us to detect and examine interesting occurrences.
The conventional animation component of nam only displays the details of data packet transmission over
the simulated physical topology, and the dynamic information associated with the virtual topology cannot
be visualized and presented to viewers. The virtual topology statistics component is designed to bridge
this gap. The dynamic information of the virtual topology involves the state of lightpath establishment,
wavelength usage on multi-wavelength links, etc. The virtual topology statistics component provides two
ways to display this information. First, clicking on any of displayed links will pop out a one-shot panel
showing the information for this link, including current wavelength usage and lightpaths established over
this link. Second, a separate window is used to display the dynamic virtual topology.

4 Simulation Scenario and Results
In this section, we present an example based on circuit-switching to illustrate the usage of OWns as well as
its validation by evaluating the performance of virtual topology construction algorithms for WDM networks.
We describe a simulation example based on circuit switching to illustrate the usage of OWns and to validate
the performance results obtained from testing existing algorithms.
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4.1 Simulation scenario configuration
In this simulation example, we evaluate the RWA algorithm with fixed-alternate shortest path routing and
first-fit wavelength assignment. We also enable the wavelength conversion capability for the nodes to study
its effect on the network performance. Sparse wavelength conversion [18] scheme is used to model the
wavelength conversion capability of a network. The wavelength conversion factor (wvlen conv factor)
denotes the percentage of nodes in a network that have conversion capability. The wavelength conversion
distance (wvlen conv dist) represents the limited-range wavelength conversion [19] capability of a
node.
In the example, for simplicity, we utilize the scenario generation tool in OWns to generate random
topology and traffic. Exponential session traffic is used in the simulation. We use the script presented in
Figure 3 to invoke the topology generation tool and configure our simulation. The script mainly consists of
two parts: the first part defines simulation variables and the second part conducts simulation configuration
based on these simulation variables. A brief description of important variables and steps is given below y .
In the first part of the script, as shown in the script file, OWns variables wvln routing and wvlen assign
are assigned values WDMStatic and FirstFit respectively, to configure the routing and wavelength assignment algorithms. The parameters for topology generation are specified on lines 5 - 10 in the script file.
The variables related to wavelength conversion start with a prefix wvlen and those related to traffic characteristics have traf as their prefix. The variables are self-explanatory and are explained by the comments
following the variable definitions.
The second part of the simulation script invokes the topology and traffic generation tools and the commands to configure the simulation scenario. Lines 32-33 configure OWns to use the specified routing and
assignment algorithms in the simulation. On lines 36-49, we utilize the topology and traffic generators to
generate a WDM network topology and a random traffic. Lines 52-58 configure the start and stop time
of the simulation and the traffic. The simulation is configured to stop either at the specified stop time, or
when the number of received traffic requests reaches traf max req (in this case the stop time is set to zero).
Before the simulation runs, pre run wassignlogic, on line 61, needs to be invoked to initialize the
WAssignLogic.

y Conventional ns commands are mostly not shown in the script example since we focus our attention on those commands, which

are specific to OWns. For the further information regarding ns commands, the reader is referred to the ns manual [15].
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# Define Simulation Variables
set val(result file)
set val(wvlen routing)
set val(wvlen assign)
set val(shortest path num)
set val(node num)
set val(conn prob)
set val(topo seed)
set val(link bw)
set val(link wvlen num)
set val(wvlen conv factor)
set val(wvlen conv dist)
set val(wvlen conv time)
set val(traf density)
set val(traf arrival rate)
set val(traf holding time)
set val(traf pkt size)
set val(traf pkt rate)
set val(traf type)
set val(traf exp burst time)
set val(traf exp idle time)
set val(traf max req)
set val(traf start time)
set val(traf stop time)
......

"demo.res"
WDMStatic
FirstFit
1
25
0.11
98765
16Mb
16
0.5
4
0.024
0.6
0.5
1.0
1000
1Mb
Exponential
0.7
0.1
1000
0.0
0.0

;# result file
;# wvlen routing protocol
;# wvlen assignment protocol
;# number of the shortest path
;# total nodes number in network
;# nodes connection prob.
;# seed to generate random topology
;# bandwidth of link
;# wavelengths number on each link
;# wvlen conversion factor, between 0 and 1
;# wvlen conversion distance, <= wvlen num
;# wvlen conversion time (relative time)
;# generated traffic density in networks
;# mean of each session arrival rate
;# mean of each session holdingtime
;# session-traffic packet size
;# session-traffic packet arrival rate
;# session-traffic type in network
;# expoo traffic average burst time
;# expoo traffic average idle time
;# max traffic requests number
;# session-traffic starting time
;# session-traffic stoping time

# Create a simulator object
set ns [new Simulator]
# Wvlen routing protocol and assigning mechanism
$ns wrouting-proto $val(wvlen routing)
$ns wassign-proto $val(wvlen assign)
# Generate the topology creation script
topology -outfile $val(topofile) -nodes $val(node num)
-connection prob $val(conn prob) -seed $val(topo seed)
# Generate the traffic creation script
traffic $val(traf type) $val(node num) $val(traf num) $val(traffile)
......
# Create random topology
create-topology ns WDMNode SessionTrafficRcvr $val(link bw) $val(link wvlen num)
$val(wvlen conv factor) $val(wvlen conv dist) $val(wvlen conv time)
$val(wvlen alloc path2) $val(util sample interval) $val(traf max req)
# Create random traffics
create-traffic ns traffic WDMNode SessionTrafficRcvr $val(node num) $val(traf num)
$val(traf pkt size) $val(traf pkt rate) $val(traf arrival rate) $val(traf holding time)
$val(traf exp burst time) $val(traf exp idle time)
# Schedule session traffics
for f set i 0 g f $i < $val(traf num) g f incr i g f
$ns schedule-sessiontraffic $traffic($i) $val(traf start time) $val(traf stop time)

g

# Schedule ns stop
if f $val(traf stop time) > 0 g f
$ns at [expr $val(traf stop time) + 1.0] "finish"

g

# before ns runs, prepare wassignlogic
$ns pre-run-wassignlogic
$ns run

Figure 3: Script file used in simulation.
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Figure 4: Topology of the WDM network used for simulation
Figure 4 shows the 25-node WDM network topology generated by the topology generator along with
a snapshot of the simulation run. The bandwidth and the number of wavelengths on each multi-wavelength
link are configured by the specified values. The propagation delay of each link is generated at random by the
topology generator. The Exponential session traffic pairs are randomly distributed amongst all nodes, which
are displayed by the packet flows in OWnam. In the snapshot, the update events of the virtual topology
are captured and displayed in chronological order in the annotation panel of the main window by the event
monitor. For instance, at 0.777645s, a lightpath is created for traffic session 109 from node 1 to node 17
and the lightpath is established on the shortest path (path1) between the source and the destination without
wavelength conversion.

4.2 Simulation results
In order to validate OWns, we ran many simulations based on well known algorithms for various network
topologies. We used randomly generated topologies and session traffic pairs to create a diverse set of scenarios. The topologies we tested had 25, 50, and 100 nodes, with each link having 16, 32, 48 and 64
wavelengths. Some typical simulation results obtained from simulations are presented.
Figure 5 and 6 show the results of performance measurement for two 100-node WDM networks,
which have 48 and 64 wavelengths on each multi-wavelength link, respectively. The physical topology was
generated by the topology generator with a connectivity probability of 0.03. The wavelength conversion
distance was fixed at 4 in the simulations. Wavelength routing was performed on both the shortest path and
the alternate path. The Exponential session traffic was used as the traffic source. We studied four major
performance measures in the simulated WDM networks: blocking probabilities, average packet delays,
average hop counts, and link utilization. The results in both figures are obtained from four cases that are
described in the figures.
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Figure 5: Effect of varying wavelength conversion factor on the network performance.
100 Nodes / Connectivity prob. = 0.03 / Wavelength conversion distance = 4
Wavelength conversion factor = 0.5 / Traffic pair density = 60%
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Figure 6: Effect of varying traffic load on the network performance.
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Figure 5 presents the effects of varying the wavelength conversion factor on network performance. We
generated random session traffic pairs with 60% traffic density. Each session traffic load was kept at 0.3
Erlangs. From the figure, we can easily see that by varying wavelength conversion factor from 0 to 1, all
performance measures vary corresponding to their expected trends. Note that each of the four cases has
different performance measures because of the different scenario variable specification.
Figure 6 shows the results of the effects of varying traffic load on the network performance. We kept
the wavelength conversion factor at 0.5, and varied traffic load to see how they would affect performance
measures. The traffic density of the random session traffic was fixed at 60%, and each traffic load was
varied from 0.05 to 0.5 Erlangs. Similarly, we can conclude from the figures that all performance measures
demonstrate expected trends with varying traffic load.

5 Conclusions
In this paper we presented the details of the design of OWns, a WDM network simulator based on ns. OWns
provides the foundation for evaluating the routing and wavelength assignment algorithms in the OWAN
environment. We also validated the simulator by running many simulations based on various scenarios.
The results obtained from these simulations were found to be in accordance with the expected results. The
usage of the simulator was demonstrated with the help of a sample simulation scenario based on a randomly
generated WDM network topology.
We realize that OWns represents the initial steps in the implementation of a common simulation environment for WDM networks. Further development and improvement in OWns framework is warranted. Novel
switching schemes such as photonic packet switching [13] and multi-protocol lambda switching [14] need
to be implemented in the OWns framework. Also, support for multicasting in optical WDM environment
needs to be provided. Furthermore, the basic OWns framework needs to be extended to provide support for
QoS schemes such as Integrated services and Differentiated services. Finally, more realistic traffic sources
for the wide area networks, e.g. self-similar traffic sources [20], should be integrated in OWns to achieve
more accurate and valuable simulation results.
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The figures are reproduced here, one per page, and expanded to full textwidth.
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Figure 1: The OWns architecture and layers
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# Define Simulation Variables
set val(result file)
set val(wvlen routing)
set val(wvlen assign)
set val(shortest path num)
set val(node num)
set val(conn prob)
set val(topo seed)
set val(link bw)
set val(link wvlen num)
set val(wvlen conv factor)
set val(wvlen conv dist)
set val(wvlen conv time)
set val(traf density)
set val(traf arrival rate)
set val(traf holding time)
set val(traf pkt size)
set val(traf pkt rate)
set val(traf type)
set val(traf exp burst time)
set val(traf exp idle time)
set val(traf max req)
set val(traf start time)
set val(traf stop time)
......

"demo.res"
WDMStatic
FirstFit
1
25
0.11
98765
16Mb
16
0.5
4
0.024
0.6
0.5
1.0
1000
1Mb
Exponential
0.7
0.1
1000
0.0
0.0

;# result file
;# wvlen routing protocol
;# wvlen assignment protocol
;# number of the shortest path
;# total nodes number in network
;# nodes connection prob.
;# seed to generate random topology
;# bandwidth of link
;# wavelengths number on each link
;# wvlen conversion factor, between 0 and 1
;# wvlen conversion distance, <= wvlen num
;# wvlen conversion time (relative time)
;# generated traffic density in networks
;# mean of each session arrival rate
;# mean of each session holdingtime
;# session-traffic packet size
;# session-traffic packet arrival rate
;# session-traffic type in network
;# expoo traffic average burst time
;# expoo traffic average idle time
;# max traffic requests number
;# session-traffic starting time
;# session-traffic stoping time

# Create a simulator object
set ns [new Simulator]
# Wvlen routing protocol and assigning mechanism
$ns wrouting-proto $val(wvlen routing)
$ns wassign-proto $val(wvlen assign)
# Generate the topology creation script
topology -outfile $val(topofile) -nodes $val(node num)
-connection prob $val(conn prob) -seed $val(topo seed)
# Generate the traffic creation script
traffic $val(traf type) $val(node num) $val(traf num) $val(traffile)
......
# Create random topology
create-topology ns WDMNode SessionTrafficRcvr $val(link bw) $val(link wvlen num)
$val(wvlen conv factor) $val(wvlen conv dist) $val(wvlen conv time)
$val(wvlen alloc path2) $val(util sample interval) $val(traf max req)
# Create random traffics
create-traffic ns traffic WDMNode SessionTrafficRcvr $val(node num) $val(traf num)
$val(traf pkt size) $val(traf pkt rate) $val(traf arrival rate) $val(traf holding time)
$val(traf exp burst time) $val(traf exp idle time)
# Schedule session traffics
for f set i 0 g f $i < $val(traf num) g f incr i g f
$ns schedule-sessiontraffic $traffic($i) $val(traf start time) $val(traf stop time)

g

# Schedule ns stop
if f $val(traf stop time) > 0 g f
$ns at [expr $val(traf stop time) + 1.0] "finish"

g

# before ns runs, prepare wassignlogic
$ns pre-run-wassignlogic
$ns run

Figure 3: Script file used in simulation.
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Figure 4: Topology of the WDM network used for simulation
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Figure 5: Effect of varying wavelength conversion factor on the network performance
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Figure 6: Effect of varying traffic load on the network performance
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